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Make Accelerated,  
Value-Based New  
Product Decisions

Credential And Manage 
Compliance For Your Entire 

Vendor Population

symplr Supply Chain Suite is a supplier management ecosystem that 
delivers strategic workflows, digestible data, and best-practice guidelines 
to ensure compliance, align stakeholders, and proactively mine cost 
savings. Hospitals and health systems use it to guarantee vendor 
credentialing compliance and enforce new product policies that 
safeguard evidence-based and clinically defensible decisions.   



Build an efficient, data-driven, 
collaborative, transparent, and 
clinically supported supply chain
Healthcare executives are feeling pressure 
to reduce spending. And as supply chain 
management becomes critical to protecting 
revenue and driving value, organizations seek 
to work collaboratively with stakeholders from 
across the enterprise and use standardized 
workflows and unbiased data. 
But driving vendor compliance and aligning 
new product decisions across stakeholders 
requires connecting the dots and closing gaps 
that allow financial leakage. Hospitals can make 
defensible, value-driven product decisions and 
enforce strategic vendor access policies that 
mitigate risk only if their single system:
• Replaces disconnected point solutions used for  

physician and vendor engagement, critical savings 
opportunities, compliant vendor interactions,  
and value-based product decisions

• Automate and manage every process and task—
from vendor credentialing to product compliance 
and value analysis

With an integrated solution partner,  
you can:

• Mitigate vendor compliance risk and prevent  
costly fines  

• Monitor critical vendor interaction data,  
virtual and in person 

• Establish a vendor compliance checkpoint  
during product evaluations

• Increase cost avoidance amid dramatically  
rising supply chain costs  

• Support patient outcomes with evidence- 
based product decisions 

The Opportunity

With symplr, we didn’t just get  
an out-of-the-box credentialing 
solution; we got a credentialing 
partner. One as focused on keeping 
our facilities compliant and secure as 
we are, and who is responsive to our 
needs. With symplr Access, we can 
confidently meet the requests of the 
Joint Commission auditor with 
accurate and reliable access reports.” 

Supply Chain Manager, Strong Memorial 
Hospital, symplr Access customer

40% 
of CIO respondents said financial 
pressure is the top threat their 
organizations will face this year

The 2022 symplr Compass survey
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Vendor credentialing built to protect 
healthcare compliance
Relationships drive healthcare: when the right 
people connect at the right moment, it can save 
time, improve outcomes, and ultimately impact 
lives. symplr makes vendor management as simple 
as possible by delivering software that best fits 
your needs, using advanced credentialing and 
verification technology designed to promote a 
culture of compliance and streamlined processes.  

Key Capabilities
• Internet-free credentialing and check-in technology 

means fast access for compliant vendors
• Admins and vendors access an easy-to-use mobile app
• On-demand dashboards quickly supply critical data for 

compliance monitoring
• Background checks, OIG compliance healthcare exclusion 

screening, and custom immunization credentialing tools 
are built in

• Our fully customizable credentialing requirements fit  
your unique credentials and vendor access levels

• Comprehensive reporting keeps data at your fingertips  
for audits and strategic, system-level reporting 
 

Key Benefits
• Check-in vendors efficiently, both in person and virtually, 

and effectively manage vendor relationships
• Meet regulatory reporting requirements with a strong 

audit trail for vendor interactions
• Keep your staff and patients safe, ensuring only  

compliant vendors enter your facilities 
 

symplr 

Access

Value analysis and decision  
support software
A new product is an instrument that affects  
costs, quality, patient outcomes and lives. That’s 
why we’re on a mission to help health systems 
efficiently make defensible decisions that connect 
providers with life-saving technology. symplr 
Spend equips health systems with the automation, 
collaborative workflows, and product data needed 
to rigorously evaluate medical technology and 
connect stakeholders across the supply chain.

Key Capabilities
• New product requests come through one centralized 

digital entry point
• Automated value analysis workflows, custom review teams, 

and communication tools aid better decision making
• Centralized product data includes pricing, contract 

identification, FDA recall and MAUDE events, product 
equivalents, and product comparison information

• Detects duplicate product requests and price  
variances across the system

• Users access objective clinical evidence research with 
digestible summaries and clinical ratings 

• A robust product library has more than 300,000 unique 
SKUs to provide product education and access to 
aggregated product data 

• Verified supplier data with direct messaging ability 
enables users to connect with reps on their own terms

Key Benefits
• Ensure the products you introduce are value based  

and rigorously evaluated
• Digitally transform your organization by replacing  

manual tasks with digital workflows 
• Drive value by gaining transparency across the system, 

standardizing products, and achieving meaningful  
cost savings  

• Achieve better oversight of all vendor relationships 
• Engage physicians in the value analysis process,  

driving a clinically integrated supply chain

symplr 

Spend
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We fervently believe that better operations can transform healthcare. 

We offer software and services that improve your operations.  
Our solutions make clinician recruiting and credentialing easier, sharpen 
communications between clinical staff, and make facilities safer.  

symplr delivers the first of its kind, healthcare end-to-end supplier management 
offering – anchored in objective data, supplier compliance, contract lifecycle 
management, value analysis, spend reduction, and access management. symplr 
empowers leaders to make informed, accelerated, compliant, and quality-driven 
purchasing decisions on behalf of their organizations to build a sustainable 
supply chain and positively impact patient care. 

Get in touch to see  
how we can help.

symplr.com

US Hospitals  
rely on symplr  
products9/10

5000+
Customers

One
singular focus: 
healthcare

5M+
workers touched 

by symplr 
solutions

75%
reduction  
in time to 

reimbursement

90%
reduction in 

potential 
penalties

60%
reduction in time 

managing 
contracts

30 years focused on healthcare operations symplr is recognized with industry awards
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